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Answers
Across
1dolus (INTENT)
2spoliate (DISPOSSESS)
3Just out of reach (TANTALISING)
4Formal shareholder (NOMINEE)
5Object of a patent (INVENTION)

Legal Crossword Number 18

Down
1Dangerous advance assessments of judgments (PREDICTIONS)
2According  meaning to a document (INTERPRETATION)
3Put in (INSTAL)
4Pedantic (CENSORIOUS)
5Real McCoy (GENUINE)

Ten years ago, Fly was born.
Well, not quite – that was more like forty-
two, but applying the logic of those born
on 29 February, who have a birthday only
every four years and divide their tenure by
four (hoping thereby to cheat the old three-
score-and-ten), Fly came into being as such
for the December issue of 2002.

He conveyed to his siblings the dimen-
sions of an odd day in court, listening to
Old Hands arguing about Law 12 of 1899.
One of them has since passed away. The
other would not like being thought of as
an Old Hand now, let alone ten years ago.
The idea was to collect such odd days in
court and convey them thus every quarter.
Licence was the key, as truth sadly, though

After all, which individual worthy of the
epithet ‘sane’ or ‘prudent’ would dwell on
a mass shooting by our security forces
instead of wondering whether Johan
Goosen would truly make all the difference
at flyhalf? Who would be so ponderously
pedestrian as to ruminate on whether many
were actually massacred at point blank
some distance away from the filmed action,
why the family of the head of state was
able to fund ‘most’ of a R250 m estate
and why it seems we will never know who
really said what to whom in the chambers
of Braamfontein about how matters were
mandated to eventuate? This is where
Single Malt comes in handy.

Fly used to think if a good person was
capable of achieving Good, then many
good people were capable of achieving
much Good. And since this must be so at
some level, he tells his children this and
hopes they believe it, today or one day.
But one of the things an incrementally in-
tensifying familiarity with life tends to entail
is a constriction of the boundaries of the
Possible. As more and more appears pos-
sible at a meaningless level, less and less
appears possible at a meaningful level.
This is where Licence comes in handy.

Neither Single Malt nor Licence can
expand the true boundaries of the Possible.
But Fly has no idea what those boundaries
are. To the extent there’s something in the
idea that there’s nothing good or bad but
thinking makes it so, Licence can affect such
thinking.

Licence is capable of conceiving of the
possibility that racial polarization at the Bar
may be overcome. That the Bar may be
allowed to survive as something akin to
that institution Fly treasures. That the Rule
of Law can withstand the pressures of power
and the rot of corruption. And that little
piglets can fly high on smooth barrels of
Single Malt.

on the wall
often stranger than fiction, very seldom

offers the impunity of fiction, and im-
punity is important if one wishes to

avoid the strictures of fact, referen-
ce, relevance, value and insight.

Avoiding these seemed a plus
to Fly. A random hit could be styled

intentional, and disastrous misses
swallowed in the maw of Licence.
Fly’s wings seemed useful for the
purpose. And so Licence soon as-
sumed a disconcertingly promi-
nent role, vying for top honours
with Single Malt. O, Single Malt.
Tirelessly, and without complaint,
he does his bit, measured in what

professional establishments may
churlishly regard as generous dou-

bles, trebles or quads, to assist in
forging a pusillanimous path for Licen-

ce. From the well-worn steps of Laphro-
aig to the lesser known paths of Stra-

thisla, through the varied woods
of Glen Morangie and the fresh
herbs of Bushmills, Licence flew
on the fuel of Single Malt. But
then, of course, even Single Malt
was hostage to Licence, as much

(though not all) of the former was really
merely a matter of the latter. Licence roamed
where it pleased, which more often than
not had little to do with conveying to
siblings any odd days in court.

A preponderance of the product of this
partnership of Licence and Single Malt
appears, to the cheery eye, to entail Melan-
choly or Foreboding. This, on closer in-
spection, is quite illusory. As the misan-
thrope will point out that he paints mankind
not half as insufferable as it really is, so
Fly must point out that things are always
actually considerably worse than he sug-
gests. So, measured by the standards of
the Man on the Clapham Omnibus, the
musings of Licence are recklessly sanguine. A
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